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KHOVANOV HOMOTOPY CALCULATIONS
USING FLOW CATEGORY CALCULUS
ANDREW LOBB, PATRICK ORSON, AND DIRK SCHU¨TZ
Abstract. The Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy link invariant defines Steen-
rod squares on the Khovanov cohomology of a link. Lipshitz-Sarkar con-
structed an algorithm for computing the first two Steenrod squares. We
develop a new algorithm which implements the flow category simplification
techniques previously defined by the authors and Dan Jones. We give a purely
combinatorial approach to calculating the second Steenrod square and Bock-
stein homomorphisms in Khovanov cohomology, and flow categories in general.
The new method has been implemented in a computer program by the third
author and applied to large classes of knots and links. Several homotopy types
not previously witnessed are observed, and more evidence is obtained that
Khovanov stable homotopy types do not contain CP 2 as a wedge summand.
In fact, we are led by our calculations to formulate an even stronger conjecture
in terms of Z/2 summands of the cohomology.
1. Introduction
Framed flow categories were introduced by Cohen-Jones-Segal in [CJS95] as a way
potentially to refine Floer homological invariants to space-level invariants. They
were used by Lipshitz-Sarkar in [LS14a] to produce a stable homotopy type link
invariant XKh(L) for links L ⊂ S3. The cohomology of the spectrum XKh(L)
is the Khovanov cohomology of the link L and so the spectrum can be used to
define Steenrod square operations on the Khovanov cohomology of the link. The
calculation of Steenrod squares becomes important in this context as a way to
distinguish interesting stable homotopy types from those which are the suspension
spectrum of a wedge of Moore spaces. Moreover, it was shown in [LS14b] that
Steenrod squares in Khovanov cohomology can be used to refine the Rasmussen s-
invariant of the smooth concordance class of a link, providing another important
reason to be interested in their computation.
The main purpose of this paper is to describe a combinatorial algorithm for calcu-
lating Steenrod squares in the cohomology of the suspension spectrum associated to
a general framed flow category based on the flow category simplifications developed
in [JLS15b, LOS16]. In particular this is a new method computing the Steenrod
squares in Khovanov cohomology.
This combinatorial algorithm has been turned into a computer program by the
third author. We present some of the more significant computations, including
several stable homotopy type wedge summands not previously witnessed, and more
evidence for the possibility that CP 2 never appears as a wedge summand of the
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by a CIRGET postdoctoral fellowship.
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Khovanov stable homotopy type of any link (see [LS14c, Question 5.2]). Guided
by the calculations, we extend this idea to a conjecture about 2-torsion in Chang
space wedge summands (see Conjecture 2.1).
1.1. 1-flow categories and the second Steenrod square. In [LS14c], Lipshitz-
Sarkar already describe an algorithm for computing Steenrod squares from a framed
flow category, but it is valid only in the specific context of flow categories arising
directly from their construction in [LS14a] applied to a link L ⊂ S3. Our algorithm
is quite different from theirs, it works for any framed flow category, and indeed
in the more general setting of what we call a framed 1-flow category. Any framed
flow category restricts to one of these framed 1-flow categories, but a framed 1-flow
category is a simpler object. In some sense it is nothing but a cochain complex with
the minimal amount of extra data added so that one can define a combinatorial
second Steenrod square on the cohomology (see Subsection 3.1 for precise details
of this statement).
Put in terms of knot theory and the Lipshitz-Sarkar construction [LS14a], the
Khovanov cochain complex of a link can only ‘see’ the information of the vertices
and edges of the Khovanov cube of the link. The complete Lipshitz-Sarkar framed
flow category can see all subcubes of the Khovanov cube of the link, and how they
interrelate. The 1-flow category of a link is a collection of data which can see
the information of how 2-dimensional faces of the Khovanov cube relate edges and
vertices. However, this amount of information is sufficient if all you want is to
compute the second Steenrod square.
1.2. Combinatorial arguments. While a link in S3 is a geometric object, the
input for Khovanov homology and for the Khovanov homotopy is the Khovanov
cube, which can be viewed as a combinatorial object. We believe that there is
some benefit to giving proofs and constructions purely combinatorially, particularly
when a combinatorial input is involved. It is also possible that the combinatorics
are amenable to generalizations and extensions in ways that non-combinatorial
arguments may not be.
In the particular cases of the constructions considered in this paper (which arise
originally from framings of embedded arcs and circles), it is a considerable effort to
turn the topological data of a framed flow category into combinatorial data sufficient
to make computations of the second Steenrod square. Working combinatorially
from the start, this effort is sidestepped, leading to more elementary proofs.
1.3. Plan of the paper. We begin the paper by presenting in Section 2 some
calculations made by the program implementing the algorithm due to the third
author [Sch17]. We discuss what these calculations suggest for the conjectural
picture of stable homotopy types realized by the Lipshitz-Sarkar construction.
For knots and links with more than 16 crossings the associated flow categories
returned by the Lipshitz-Sarkar construction become very large, and we found that
the new algorithm, in particular when combined with the results of [JLS15a] on
special diagrams, greatly speeds up the Steenrod square computations in these
cases.
Section 3 is dedicated to a combinatorial construction and proof of the following
theorem, stated here in abbreviated form:
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Theorem 3.13. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category. Then there is a well-
defined linear map Sq2 : H∗(C ;Z/2)→ H∗+2(C ;Z/2).
What we mean by ‘well-defined’ in this context we postpone until later to make
precise. Of course, the map defined in this theorem should (and does) agree with the
second Steenrod square when computed in the context of the Khovanov homotopy
type and its relatives, as we discuss at the end of Section 3.
In Sections 4 and 5 we turn to the algorithm. The algorithm makes heavy use of
the flow category moves in [JLS15b] and [LOS16], or rather their 1-flow category
restrictions. The moves – called handle slides, handle cancellation, and Whitney
trick – for modifying a framed flow category, are based on ideas from Morse theory.
The moves do not change the stable homotopy type associated to the flow category,
but we show in [LOS16, §6] that they can be used to simplify the flow category itself
in an algorithmic way. To take advantage of this idea for our eventual Steenrod
square algorithm, we describe explicitly in Section 4 how our flow category moves
restrict to framed 1-flow categories.
In Section 5 we give a new combinatorial way to calculate the second Steenrod
square. Subsection 5.2 gives a refinement of the auxiliary data used to compute
the second Steenrod square, and Subsection 5.3 shows that this refinement suffices.
Subsection 5.4 gives a treatment of the flow category moves in the contexts necessary
for the algorithm, while Subsection 5.5 gives a complete description of the algorithm.
The algorithm works by first simplifying the 1-flow category using the flow category
moves, then applying the new combinatorial Steenrod square process to obtain the
result.
2. Calculations
A computer program implementing the described algorithm has been developed by
the third author, see [Sch17]. Both an integral and a mod 4 version have been
written. The mod 4 version is noticeably faster when applied to diagrams with a
larger number of crossings.
For more complicated diagrams such as for the torus knot T7,4 the new program is
faster than a previously written program of the third author. The new program is
capable of doing calculations on the diagram for the torus knot T6,5 given in Figure
1, although for different quantum degrees the time consumption varies greatly. As
the algorithm still deals with a global approach to the diagram, the program has
large memory requirements.
Note that the algorithm starts with objects of top degree in the normalization
process. This can lead to a quite different performance depending on whether
a knot or its mirror is considered! One may wonder whether a more balanced
algorithm may lead to better results.
We denote by X qKh(L) the stable homotopy type of the link L in quantum degree q,
and we write X˜ qKh(L) for the reduced stable homotopy type, compare [LS14a, §8].
2.1. The torus link T5,5. We used the diagram of Figure 1 to determine the
Lipshitz-Sarkar stable homotopy types of T5,5 for various quantum degrees. Figure
2 lists the Khovanov cohomology of T5,5 which potentially contain non-trivial second
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Figure 1. Glued diagrams for T5,5 (left) and T6,5 (right). For the
definition of glued diagram see [JLS15a].
Steenrod squares. For q = 21 we get the Chang1 space X(2η) which is already
present in the stable homotopy type of T3,3 and predicted by the stability result of
Willis [Wil15]. Similarly, for q = 23 we get no non-trivial Steenrod squares, in line
with the result we get for T5,4 for q = 19.
h
q
21 23 25 27 29 31 33
12 Z Z5
11 Z2 Z⊕ Z42
10 Z Z4 ⊕ Z2 Z2
9 Z4 Z
8 Z Z6 Z4
7 Z2 Z⊕ Z2 Z
6 Z Z 0
5 0 Z Z
4 Z Z
3 Z2 Z
Figure 2. The Khovanov cohomology of T5,5 in quantum degrees
from q = 21 to 33.
Both of these calculations are done rather fast. For q = 25 the calculation is still
fairly efficient, but one can get the result even quicker by considering the reduced
stable homotopy type.
The reduced Khovanov cohomology of T5,5 is given in Figure 3, and calculations
show that X˜ 26Kh(T5,5) is the central Baues-Hennes space X(η2ξ), while X˜ 32Kh(T5,5) is
the wedge of a Chang space X(2η) with Moore spaces. The central Baues-Hennes
space X(η2ξ) can be realized as an appropriate suspension of RP5/RP1.
There is a cofibration sequence X˜ q−1Kh (T5,5) ↪→ X qKh(T5,5)  X˜ q+1Kh (T5,5) by [LS14a,
Thm.8.1]. From the resulting long exact sequence in cohomology and the naturality
1See [Bau95] for the definition of Chang space, and also for the definition of the various Baues-
Hennes spaces.
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h
q
24 26 28 30 32 34
12 Z Z4
11 Z2 Z4
10 Z Z3 ⊕ Z2
9 Z
8 Z Z5
7 Z2 Z
6 Z 0
5 Z
Figure 3. The reduced Khovanov cohomology of T5,5 in quantum
degrees from q = 24 to 34.
of Steenrod squares we get that both X 25Kh(T5,5) and X 27Kh(T5,5) contain X(η2ξ) and
the rest are Moore spaces.
For q ≥ 29 the calculations become very time and memory consuming, and we have
not finished them. Particularly q = 29 would be interesting, as there is no Z/2
summand in the Khovanov cohomology. One may expect a trivial second Steenrod
square from degree 7 to 9 because of naturality with T5,4, but a non-trivial second
Steenrod square from degree 8 to 10 would lead to a previously unobserved Chang
space.
2.2. The torus knot T6,5. Similarly we can do calculations for T6,5 using the
right diagram of Figure 1. For q = 29 we also get a central Baues-Hennes space
X(η2ξ), which should come from the T5,5 result, although it does not fall into the
stable range described by Willis [Wil15]. Again this Baues-Hennes space appears
in the reduced stable homotopy type for q = 30, which means it also appears in the
unreduced case for q = 31.
2.3. Knots with non-trivial Sq3. The disjoint union of three trefoils is known to
contain the cyclic Baues-Hennes space X(ξ2η2, id), see [LLS15] and [LOS16], giving
the simplest example of a link with non-trivial Sq3. Recall that Sq1 Sq2 = Sq3 by an
Adem relation. Going through the prime knot tables of [Thi99], we found exactly
one knot with at most 13 crossings that admits a non-trivial Sq3, namely 13n3663
in quantum degree q = 1. The resulting Baues-Hennes space is again X(ξ2η2, id).
Figure 4 lists the prime knots with 14 crossings that admit this Baues-Hennes
space. No other Baues-Hennes spaces have been found for prime knots with up
to 14 crossings, although there could be Baues-Hennes spaces corresponding to
ε-words among them.
2.4. Knots with Chang spaces involving 4-torsion. There are not that many
prime knots with at most 16 crossings that have 4-torsion in their Khovanov co-
homology. We have tested these knots for whether their stable homotopy type
contains a Chang space involving 4-torsion. Those which do are listed in Figure
5. The knots have been mirrored so that the 4-torsion appears in a positive quan-
tum degree. Note that all the occurring Chang spaces also contain 2-torsion, and
the Chang space appears in quantum degree 13 or 25 (with one exception, where
q = 11). The table only lists the summand in the stable homotopy type which
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Knot q Knot q
14n10164 −3 14n21627 −9
14n10510 −7 14n22180 3
14n18918 −7 14n22185 −1
14n18935 15 14n22589 −1
14n19177 −1 14n23524 −3
14n19265 −3 14n26039 −1
14n19315 9 14n26580 9
Figure 4. Prime knots with 14 crossings containing a cyclic
Baues-Hennes space X(ξ2η2, id).
Knot q Chang space Knot q Chang space Knot q Chang space
15n46927 25 X(2η4) 16n300202 13 X(4η2) 16n785487 13 X(2η4)
15n49024 25 X(2η4) 16n300488 13 X(2η4) 16n785689 13 X(2η4)
15n53220 25 X(2η4) 16n306918 13 X(2η4) 16n787476 11 X(2η4)
15n131377 13 X(2η4) 16n324645 13 X(2η4) 16n795419 13 X(2η4)
15n136587 13 X(2η4) 16n327544 13 X(4η2) 16n796824 13 X(2η4)
15n136594 13 X(2η4) 16n332191 13 X(2η4) 16n796923 13 X(2η4)
15n137384 13 X(2η4) 16n334330 25 X(2η4) 16n807682 13 X(2η4)
15n137388 13 X(2η4) 16n336536 13 X(2η4) 16n814264 25 X(2η4)
15n141041 13 X(2η4) 16n365743 13 X(4η2) 16n830240 25 X(2η4)
15n166170 25 X(2η4) 16n696534 13 X(2η4) 16n831623 25 X(2η4)
16n224701 13 X(4η2) 16n696547 13 X(2η4) 16n836058 25 X(2η4)
16n224826 25 X(2η4) 16n697548 13 X(2η4) 16n838182 25 X(2η4)
16n228740 25 X(2η4) 16n711906 13 X(2η4) 16n839613 25 X(2η4)
16n240992 13 X(4η2) 16n763485 25 X(2η4) 16n881950 13 X(4η2)
16n265388 13 X(4η2) 16n781146 13 X(2η4) 16n992204 13 X(4η2)
16n281362 13 X(4η2) 16n784195 25 X(2η4) 16n992205 13 X(4η2)
16n287907 13 X(4η2) 16n784488 25 X(2η4) 16n994256 13 X(4η2)
16n289670 25 X(2η4) 16n784622 13 X(2η4)
Figure 5. Prime knots with up to 16 crossings containing a Chang
space involving 4-torsion.
contains the 4-torsion. None of the knots with 4-torsion in their Khovanov coho-
mology has more than one Z/4 summand in their cohomology. On the basis of
these calculations, we make the following tentative conjecture.
Conjecture 2.1. If a Chang space occurs as a wedge summand of the Khovanov
stable homotopy type of a link, then that Chang space has a Z/2 summand in its
cohomology.
Note that, as CP 2 has the stable homotopy type of the Chang space X(η), this
conjecture includes the statement that CP 2 does not appear as a wedge summand
of the Khovanov stable homotopy type of a link.
3. Combinatorial Steenrod squares
This section is in large part dedicated to the statement and combinatorial proof of
Theorem 3.13. This theorem will not be surprising, given its topological motiva-
tions. The price paid for keeping the arguments in this section combinatorial is a
somewhat lengthy although elementary proof.
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We start in Subsection 3.1 giving the definition of our principal object of interest:
a 1-flow category. Subsection 3.2 formalizes the auxiliary information needed to
make a computation of the second Steenrod square, and does it in such a way as
to be useful to us in giving the algorithm later. Finally Subsection 3.3 gives the
proof of Theorem 3.13. We conclude with a few remarks concerning topological
arguments.
3.1. 1-flow categories. In the combinatorial algorithm of [LS14c] for calculating
the Steenrod squares on Khovanov cohomology, it was already observed that only
a very restricted amount of the data of the flow category is actually required for
the computation. In this paper we formalise this restricted amount of information
in the following object.
Definition 3.1. A 1-flow category C consists of a finite set Ob(C ), a function
| · | : Ob(C )→ Z called the grading, and for each pair a, b ∈ Ob(C ) with |a|−|b| = 1
or 2 a moduli space M(a, b) which is a compact manifold of dimension |a| − |b| − 1,
satisfying the following
• Boundary Condition: If a, c ∈ Ob(C ) with |a|− |c| = 2, then the bound-
ary of M(a, b) is given by
∂M(a, c) =
∐
b∈Ob(C ),|b|=|a|−1
M(b, c)×M(a, b)
If |a| − |d| = 3 we do not need a moduli space M(a, d). However, we define the
boundary of M(a, d) as
∂M(a, d) =
∐
b∈Ob(C ),|b|=|a|−1
M(b, d)×M(a, b)
∪
∐
c∈Ob(C ),|c|=|a|−2
M(c, d)×M(a, c)
Notice that the two disjoint unions have a common subset, which is∐
(b,c)∈Ob(C)×Ob(C)
|b|=|c|+1=|d|+2
M(c, d)×M(b, c)×M(a, b)
It is easy to see that ∂M(a, d) is a disjoint union of components which are homeo-
morphic to circles.
We caution that a 1-flow category is not a flow category. But one can usually think
of a 1-flow category as a flow category where the higher dimensional moduli spaces
are ignored (although not always, as we show in Example 3.19).
Definition 3.2. Let C be a 1-flow category. A sign assignment s for C is an
assignment s(P ) ∈ {0, 1} for every point P in a 0-dimensional moduli spaceM(a, b)
with the property that if (P1, Q1) ∈M(b1, c)×M(a, b1) and (P2, Q2) ∈M(b2, c)×
M(a, b2) are the boundary of an interval component in M(a, c), then
s(P1) + s(Q1) + s(P2) + s(Q2) = 1.
A pre-framing f of C is an assignment f(C) ∈ {0, 1} for every component C ⊂
M(a, c) of a 1-dimensional moduli space.
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The chain complex C∗(C ) is defined to have modules freely generated over Z by
the objects of C , which are homologically graded by the grading function of C .
A sign assignment allows us to define a differential on this graded module in the
obvious way. The purpose of a pre-framing is to give us enough information to
define a cohomology operation combinatorially on the resulting cohomology with
Z/2-coefficients. However, an arbitrary choice of pre-framing will not be sufficient
for this purpose, and there must be a certain consistency in our choices as we now
discuss.
Note that the connected components C of a 1-dimensional moduli space are either
intervals or circles. A circle embedded in Rn with n ≥ 4 can be framed in two ways,
one is trivial in the sense that it extends to a framing of the disc, and there is a non-
trivial framing. We shall also refer to the trivial framing as the standard framing.
Similarly, if an interval is embedded in [0,∞) × Rn, with boundary embedded in
{0} × Rn, and satisfying a transversality condition near the boundary, then there
are two ways of framing it (provided a framing on the boundary is fixed and that
this boundary framing is different at the two endpoints). Calling one of these two
framings ‘standard’ or ‘non-standard’ requires consistent choices. Such choices were
made in [LS14c, §3]. We will not repeat that somewhat technical discussion here,
as we shall only need the combinatorial consequences.
When f(C) = 0 we will call this a trivial framing for C, and when f(C) = 1 we
will call this a non-trivial framing. In order for this language to be meaningful, we
need to add a consistency condition in terms of an induced framing on ∂M(a, d).
Let C be a component in ∂M(a, d). If C is a circle, which is either of the form
{P} × S1 ⊂M(c, d)×M(a, c) or S1 × {Q} ⊂ M(b, d)×M(a, b), we define
f˜(C) = 1 + f(S1) ∈ Z/2,
where f(S1) is the framing value of the circle. If C is a union of intervals {P}×J ⊂
M(c, d)×M(a, c) and I × {Q} ⊂ M(b, d)×M(a, b), we define
f˜(C) =
∑
I×{Q}
f(I) +
∑
{P}×J
(1 + s(P ) + f(J)) ∈ Z/2
where the first sum is over all intervals of the form I × {Q} ⊂ C and the second
sum over all intervals of the form {P} × J .
Definition 3.3. Let C be a 1-flow category, s a sign assignment and f a pre-
framing of C . Then (C , s, f) is called a framed 1-flow category, if the following
compatibility condition is satisfied for f .
• Let a, d ∈ Ob(C ) satisfy |a| = |d|+ 3. Then∑
C
(1 + f˜(C)) = 0 ∈ Z/2
where the sum is taken over all components in ∂M(a, d).
If f satisfies the condition with respect to s, we call f a framing of C .
Definition 3.4. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category. For objects a, b ∈ Ob(C )
with |a| = |b|+ 1 we define [a : b] ∈ Z as
[a : b] =
∑
A∈M(a,b)
(−1)s(A).
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Remark 3.5. A framed flow category in the sense of [LS14a] determines a framed
1-flow category. The framing values for each interval component can be derived
using the description in [LS14c], see also [JLS15a]. We omit the slightly cumbersome
derivation of this, but the reader is invited to check that the specific framing values
given in [LS14c] and [JLS15a] do indeed satisfy the compatibility condition.
3.2. Special graph structures.
Definition 3.6. Let V be a finite set. An edge is a subset e ⊂ V with two elements.
A directed edge is an edge e together with a function d : e→ V satisfying d(e) ⊂ e.
We can think of a directed edge e pointing towards d(e), or write it as a pair
e = (v, w) with w = d(e).
Definition 3.7. A special graph structure Γ = Γ(V,E,E′, E′′, L, s, f) consists of
a set of vertices V , a function s : V → {0, 1}, a set of edges E, a subset E′ ⊂ E
together with a function f : E′ → {0, 1}, a subset E′′ ⊂ E − E′ of directed edges,
and a set of loops L. All sets are finite. It has to satisfy the following conditions:
(1) Each vertex is contained in at least one edge, and at most in two edges. We
denote the set of vertices contained in only one edge by ∂V and call these
the boundary points.
(2) If v ∈ ∂V , then the unique edge e(v) with v ∈ e(v) satisfies e(v) ∈ E′.
(3) If v ∈ V − ∂V , then there is an edge e1 ∈ E′ with v ∈ e1, and an edge
e2 ∈ E − E′ with v ∈ e2.
(4) If e ∈ E′ and e = {v1, v2}, then s(v1) 6= s(v2).
(5) If e ∈ E − E′ and e = {v1, v2}, then s(v1) = s(v2) if and only if e ∈ E′′.
The edges E determine an equivalence relation on the vertex set V in the obvious
way. The set of equivalence classes under this relation, taken together with the set
L of loops, forms the set of components of Γ. Notice that L is a set independent
from possible loops made from edges in E.
Example 3.8. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category and a, c ∈ Ob(C ) with
|a| − |c| = 2. Define a special graph structure Γ(a, c) as follows. The vertex set
V consists of all points (B,A) ∈ M(b, c) × M(a, b) for some b ∈ Ob(C ) with
s(B,A) = s(B) + s(A). The edges E′ = E are determined by the intervals in
M(a, c). The set of loops L in Γ(a, c) is given by the set of non-trivially framed
circles in M(a, c). The functions s and f in Γ(a, c) are determined by the sign
assignment and framing of (C , s, f).
Definition 3.9. Let Γ = Γ(V,E,E′, E′′, L, s, f) be a special graph structure. For
a component C of Γ which contains a vertex, let F (C) be the sum of the framing
values f(e′) where e′ ∈ E′ is in C. Also, let D(C) ∈ Z/2 be the number of oriented
edges in C which point in a chosen given direction.
Lemma 3.10. In the definition of D(C), the value does not depend on the choice
of given direction.
Proof. Let C be a component and v a vertex in C. We need to show that the
number of directed edges in C is even. First note that the total number of edges
in C is even by Definition 3.7 (3). Let F ′′ be the directed edges in C and let F be
the non-directed edges in C. Note that non-directed edges change the sign of their
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endpoints by Definition 3.7 (4) and (5), while directed edges do not, by Definition
3.7 (5). Since C is a circle, we have to have an even number of edges in F . It
follows that the number of directed edges is also even. 
Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category. A cochain ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) can be
identified with a function ϕ : Obk(C ) → Z/2, where Obk(C ) ⊂ Ob(C ) consists
of those objects c ∈ Ob(C ) with |c| = k. For each cochain ϕ there exists a unique
set {c1, . . . , cl} ⊂ Ob(C ) with ϕ(ci) = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , l, and ϕ(c) = 0 if c 6= ci
for all i = 1, . . . , l. We say that ϕ is represented by c1, . . . , cl. If ϕ is represented
by exactly one c, we will simply write c = ϕ by an abuse of notation.
Now suppose ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) is a cocycle represented by c1, . . . , cl ∈ Ob(C ). Let
b1, . . . , bm ∈ Ob(C ) be all objects that have a non-empty 0-dimensional moduli
space M(bi, cj) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
If we fix bi, the union
M(bi, ϕ) :=
l⋃
j=1
M(bi, cj)
is a set of even cardinality because ϕ is a cocycle with Z/2-coefficients.
Definition 3.11. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category and ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2)
be a cocycle. Writing b1, . . . bm as above we may choose a partition of the elements
of M(bi, ϕ) into ordered pairs. If we make this choice for each i = 1, . . . ,m, the
overall choice is called a combinatorial boundary matching C for ϕ.
Now suppose we have made a choice of combinatorial boundary matching C for a
cocycle ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) and let a ∈ Ob(C ) satisfy |a| = k + 2. Define a special
graph structure ΓC(a, ϕ) as follows. We begin with the disjoint union of the special
graph structures Γ(a, cj), defined as in Example 3.8. Note that ifM(a, ci) = ∅, we
can also use the empty set for Γ(a, cj). Let (B1, B2) be a pair in C. We then add
an edge between (B1, A) and (B2, A) for all A ∈M(a, bi) with Bk ∈M(bi, cjk). If
s(B1) = s(B2), this edge is directed towards B2, otherwise it is undirected. This
defines ΓC(a, ϕ).
Notice that by construction all vertices of ΓC(a, ϕ) have valency two, so that the
set of components C of ΓC(a, ϕ) consists of a disjoint union of circles together with
the loop set L.
Definition 3.12. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category and ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) a
cocycle. Then define a cochain sqϕ : Ck+2(C ;Z/2)→ Z/2 by
sqϕ(a) := |L|+
∑
C
(1 + F (C) +D(C)) ∈ Z/2,
where L is the loop set of ΓC(a, ϕ) and the sum is taken over all components C
of ΓC(a, ϕ) containing a vertex.
The following theorem states that we now have enough combinatorial information
to define a Steenrod square for 1-flow categories.
Theorem 3.13. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category and ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) a
cocycle. Then sqϕ is a cocycle and the cohomology class of sqϕ does not depend on
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the choice of combinatorial boundary matching for ϕ. Furthermore, there is a well
defined linear map
Sq2 : Hk(C ;Z/2)→ Hk+2(C ;Z/2); z 7→ [sqϕ],
where ϕ is any choice of cocycle representing the cohomology class z.
We will prove the theorem at the end of Subsection 3.3, once we have developed
the necessary combinatorial machinery to do so.
Remark 3.14. The definition of sq is of course motivated by the formula given in
[LS14c], and if the framed 1-flow category is induced from a framed flow category,
the resulting linear map agrees with the second Steenrod square operation, compare
also [JLS15a].
Example 3.15. Consider the 1-flow category C consisting of four objects a, b1, b2, c
and 0-dimensional moduli spaces
M(a, b1) = {X1, X2}, M(a, b2) = {Y1, Y2}
M(b1, c) = {Z1, Z2}, and M(b2, c) = {W1,W2}.
Framing Y1 and Y2 negatively, while all other points are framed positively ensures
that we can extend C to a framed 1-flow category having four standardly framed
intervals between the eight endpoints (Zi, Xj) and (Wk, Yl) for i, j, k, l = 1, 2.
Two possible choices are given by having intervals between (Zi, Xj) and (Wi, Yj),
or between (Zi, Xj) and (Wj , Yi).
If we use the combinatorial matching (Z1, Z2) and (W1,W2) (note that our only
choice is the order for both pairs), the resulting circles occur as follows.
Z2, X2 W2, Y2
Z2, X1 W2, Y1
Z1, X2 W1, Y2
Z1, X1 W1, Y1
Z2, X2 W2, Y2
Z2, X1 W1, Y2
Z1, X2 W2, Y1
Z1, X1 W1, Y1
The left side is what we get for connecting the points (Zi, Xj) with (Wi, Yj), and
the right side when we connect (Zi, Xj) with (Wj , Yi). On the left we get for both
circles D(C) = 1, so sqc(a) = 0 which results in the trivial Steenrod square. On
the right there is only one circle, with D(C) = 0, so sqc(a) = 1, resulting in a
non-trivial Steenrod square (provided there are no non-trivially framed circles in
M(a, c)). We remark that the second possibility arises for the disjoint union of two
trefoil knots, compare [JLS15b].
3.3. Combinatorial proof of Theorem 3.13.
Definition 3.16. For Γ a special graph structure with ∂V = ∅, define
o(Γ) := |L|+
∑
C
(1 + F (C) +D(C)) ,
where the sum is taken over all components C of Γ which contain a vertex.
(With this notation Definition 3.12 can be written as sqϕ(a) := o(ΓC(a, ϕ)).)
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We now introduce a relation on special graph structures which is not going to
change the value o(Γ). The relation is described in terms of local moves on edges.
These local moves are given as follows.
(a)
ε ε
ε+ 1 ε+ 1
∼
ε ε
ε+ 1 ε+ 1
∼
ε ε
ε+ 1 ε+ 1
(b)
ε ε
ε ε
∼
ε ε
ε ε
(c)
1
∼
0
(d) ∼
(e) ∼ ∅
Note that the edges in (a), (b) and (d) are from E −E′, while the edges in (c) are
from E′. The circles in (a), (c), (d) and (e) represent loops in L. Here (e) means
that two such loops can be removed. The symbol ε stands for an element of Z/2
and is the sign of a vertex. Similarly, the value above an edge stands for its framing
value.
We also require the following moves.
(f)
ε ε ε+ 1 ε+ 1
0 ∼
ε ε+ 1
(g)
ε εε+ 1 ε+ 1
0 0 ∼
ε ε+ 1
0
(h)
0
∼
(i)
ε ε
ε+ 1 ε
∼
ε ε
ε+ 1 ε
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The equivalence relation ∼ on special graph structures is the transitive closure
of these local moves (a) - (i). Notice that the equivalence relation preserves the
boundary points of a special graph structure.
Lemma 3.17. Let Γ be a special graph structure with ∂V = ∅. Then o(Γ) is
invariant under ∼.
Proof. We need to check this for all local moves (a) - (i). For (c) - (h) this is
obvious. The remaining cases are similar, and we will only show (i).
Let v, w, x and y be vertices with s(v) = s(w) = s(y) = s(x) + 1 and e1, e2 ∈ E′′
edges with e1 = (v, w) the directed edge and e2 = (x, y) the non-directed edge as
in move (i). As ∂V = ∅, both edges are part of circle components C1 and C2 with
ei ⊂ Ci for i = 1, 2. We can assume that f(e) = 0 for all e ∈ E′.
Assume that C1 and C2 are different components. Let a ∈ Z/2 be the number of
directed edges in C1 that point in a different direction than e1. Also, let b ∈ Z/2 be
the number of directed edges in C2 pointing in a chosen direction. The contribution
of C1 and C2 to o(Γ) is a+ b.
After performing the move (i) we have a new special graph structure Γ′ where
the components C1 and C2 are replaced by one component C, and we have edges
e′1 = (v, x) and e
′
2 = (w, y). Note that e
′
2 is the directed edge, and there are a
directed edges between v and w pointing in the same direction as e′2, and there
are b directed edges between y and x pointing in the same direction as e′2. The
contribution of C to o(Γ′) is therefore 1 + a+ b+ 1 = a+ b, as there are a+ b+ 1
directed edges pointing in the same direction as e′2 in C (this includes e
′
2). As all
other components in Γ′ are unchanged from Γ, we get o(Γ) = o(Γ′).
Now assume that C1 = C2. If we follow on from w in the direction of e1, we
either reach x or y first. If we reach x first, then performing the (i) move leads
to a graph Γ′ where both edges e′1 = (v, x) and e
′
2 = (w, y) are again in the same
component. Let a ∈ Z/2 be the number of directed edges on the path between w
and c which point in the same direction as e1, and let b ∈ Z/2 be the number of
directed edges on the path between y and v which point in the same direction as
e1. The contribution of C1 to o(Γ) is then given by 1 + a+ b+ 1 = a+ b. Let C be
the new component in Γ′ containing e′1 and e
′
2. The contribution of C to Γ
′ is also
a+ b, as there are 1+ b directed edges between w and v, starting with e′2, and there
are a directed edges on the path between x and w pointing in the same direction
as e′2. Note that since s(x) 6= s(w) there are indeed the same number of directed
edges in a chosen direction between x and w, which in this case is a. Hence we get
again o(Γ) = o(Γ′).
If we reach y first, then performing the (i) move leads to a graph Γ′ where the
edges e′1 = (v, x) and e
′
2 = (w, y) are now in different components. This case is now
basically just the reverse of the first case where we changed from two circles to one.
The same argument thus shows o(Γ) = o(Γ′). 
Proof of Theorem 3.13. Let the cocycle ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) be represented by objects
c1, . . . , cm ∈ Ob(C ) satisfying |ci| = k for all i = 1, . . . ,m. We begin by showing
that sqϕ is a cocycle. Let u ∈ Ob(C ) satisfy |u| = k + 3. Then
∂M(u, ci) =
∐
a
M(a, ci)×M(u, a) unionsq
∐
b
M(b, ci)×M(u, b)
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where the first union is over all a ∈ Ob(C ) with |a| = k + 2 and the second union
over all b ∈ Ob(C ) with |b| = k+ 1. We associate a special graph structure Γ(u, ci)
to this as follows. The vertices are given by∐
a,b
M(b, ci)×M(a, b)×M(u, a)
with s(C,B,A) = s(C) +s(B) +s(A). As edges in E′ we use J ×{A} ⊂ M(a, ci)×
M(u, a), where J ⊂M(a, ci) is an interval component. We set f(J ×{A}) = f(J).
The edges in E − E′ are given by the {C} × I ⊂ M(b, ci) ×M(u, b) with I an
interval component in M(u, b). Furthermore, if such an interval {C} × I satisfies
s(C) + f(I) = 0, we add a loop in L. Finally, any non-trivially framed circle
{C} × S1 ⊂M(b, ci)×M(u, b) and S1 × {A} ⊂ M(a, ci)×M(u, a) gives rise to a
loop in L. Note that E′′ = ∅.
With this definition, we get o(Γ(u, ci)) = 0, because loops and framings were chosen
so that we get exactly the sum from the compatibility condition for ∂M(u, ci).
Also form the special graph structure Γ(u, ϕ) as the disjoint union of the Γ(u, ci)
We want to replace edges coming from {C} × I with edges coming from the com-
binatorial boundary matching C. Note that C ∈ M(b, ci) is matched to some
C ′ ∈ M(b, cj), and we therefore also have an edge coming from {C ′} × I. We can
then use a move (a) to replace these two edges with edges coming from the bound-
ary matching. If s(C) = s(C ′), we have s(C)+f(I) = 0 if and only if s(C ′)+f(I) so
possible extra loops coming from this condition cancel each other. If s(C) 6= s(C ′)
this condition creates exactly one extra loop, which cancels the loop coming from
move (a).
Replacing all the loops {C} × I this way leads to the special graph structure∐
a
Γ′C(a, ϕ)×M(u, a)
where Γ′C(a, ϕ)×{A} only differs from ΓC(a, ϕ) in that the sign functions for vertices
differ by s(A). We thus get that o(Γ′C(a, ϕ)× {A}) = o(ΓC(a, ϕ). Furthermore,
0 = o
(∐
a
Γ′C(a, ϕ)×M(u, a)
)
=
∑
a
o(ΓC(a, ϕ)) · [u : a]
= δ(sqϕ)(u).
Therefore sqϕ is a cocycle.
To see that the cohomology class of sqϕ does not depend on the combinatorial
boundary matching, first consider the order of a directed edge (C,C ′) with C ∈
M(b, ci) and C ′ ∈M(b, cj) for some b ∈ Ob(C ) with |b| = k+ 1. Then o(ΓC′(a, ϕ))
differs from o(ΓC(a, ϕ)) in that every occurance of (C,B) ∈ M(b, cj) × M(a, b)
leads to a +1. In other words, o(ΓC′(a, ϕ)) + o(ΓC(a, ϕ)) = [a : b] ∈ Z/2. This is
true for every a ∈ Ob(C ) with |a| = k + 2, so this difference is compensated by
adding δ(b) to sqϕ.
If we are given matchings (C1, C2) and (C3, C4), we can replace this by matchings
(C1, C3) and (C2, C4) which in the special graph structures correspond to moves
(a) or (b) depending on signs of the points involved, again for all combinations
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with A ∈ M(a, b). So any possible circles arising from move (a) would again be
compensated by δ(b). As we can go between any boundary matching using these
steps, we see that the cohomology class does not depend on it.
If we are given two cocycles ϕ1 and ϕ2 we now show sq
ϕ1+ϕ2 = sqϕ1 +sqϕ2 . Taking
respective combinatorial matchings C1 and C2 for ϕ1 and ϕ2, we will have in general
that some of the objects ci are used for representing both ϕ1 and ϕ2, so are not
needed for ϕ1 + ϕ2. We can begin by letting C be the disjoint union of C1 and C2,
and setting
ΓC(a, ϕ1 + ϕ2) = ΓC1(a, ϕ1) unionsq ΓC2(a, ϕ2).
Let ci be representing both ϕ1 and ϕ2 and assume that I ⊂M(a, ci) is an interval
with endpoints (C,B) and (C ′, B′). Let C be matched to Cl by Cl and C ′ be
matched to Cl for l = 1, 2. In ΓC(a, ϕ1 + ϕ2) the interval I occurs twice, and
we can use the moves (a), (b) and (i) to change ΓC(a, ϕ1 + ϕ2) without changing
o(ΓC(a, ϕ1 + ϕ2)).
(C1, B) (C,B)
I
(C ′, B′) (C ′1, B
′)
∼
(C1, B) (C,B)
I
(C ′, B′) (C ′1, B
′)
(C2, B) (C,B)
I
(C ′, B′) (C ′2, B
′) (C2, B) (C,B)
I
(C ′, B′) (C ′2, B
′)
The square in the middle involving both intervals I contributes 0 to o(ΓC(a, ϕ1+ϕ2))
and can be removed. Note that the directed edges may be in different places, but
the square needs to have directed edges. We can now remove C and C ′ from C and
match C1 with C2 and C
′
1 with C
′
2. After finitely many steps we get the right special
graph structure for sqϕ1+ϕ2 , and as the value o(ΓC(a, ϕ1 + ϕ2)) never changed, we
have sqϕ1+ϕ2 = sqϕ1 +sqϕ2 .
It remains to show that sqϕ is a coboundary for ϕ a coboundary. So let d ∈ Ob(C )
satisfy |d| = k−1 and let c1, . . . , cm be the objects satisfying |ci| = k andM(ci, d) 6=
∅. Let us first assume that for each i, M(ci, d) contains exactly one point.
If a ∈ Ob(C ) satisfies |a| = k + 2, consider
∂M(a, d) =
∐
b
M(b, d)×M(a, b) unionsq
∐
c′
M(c′, d)×M(a, c′)
where the first disjoint union is over all objects b with |b| = k + 1 and the second
over objects c′ with |c′| = k. Note that we can restrict the second disjoint union to
the objects c1, . . . , cm. Define a special graph structure Γ(a, d) as follows. Vertices
are given by ∐
b,i
M(ci, d)×M(b, ci)×M(a, b)
and we set s(D,C,B) = s(D) + s(C) + s(B). As edges in E′ we use {D} × I ⊂
M(ci, d)×M(a, ci), where I is an interval component. We also set f({D} × I) =
s(D) + f(I). The edges in E − E′ are given by J × {B} ⊂ M(b, d) ×M(a, b),
where J is an interval component. For every such interval J × {B} we add a loop
to L provided that f(J) = 0. Finally, any non-trivially framed circle {D} × S1 ⊂
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M(ci, d) ×M(a, ci) and S1 × {B} ⊂ M(b, d) ×M(a, b) gives rise to a loop in L.
The set of directed edges E′′ = ∅.
Note that Γ(a, d) is very similar to the construction of Γ(u, ci) at the beginning of
the proof, but the roles of E′ and E − E′ are reversed. Nevertheless, we get again
that o(Γ(a, d)) = 0 from the compatibility condition of ∂M(a, d).
Intervals J ⊂M(b, d) have endpoints (Di, C) ∈M(ci, d)×M(b, ci) and (Dj , C ′) ∈
M(cj , d)×M(b, cj) for some i, j. As we assume that eachM(ci, d) has at most one
point, we can use these intervals to define the combinatorial boundary matching C.
Namely, we match C and C ′. If s(C) = s(C ′), then s(Di) 6= s(Dj) and we choose
the ordering (C,C ′) if and only if s(Di) = 0.
Consider an edge {Di}×I ⊂M(ci, d)×M(a, ci) in Γ(a, d). There is a corresponding
edge I in MC(a, δ(d)), but if s(Di) = 1, the vertices have different sign, and the
contribution to o(Γ(a, d)) and o(ΓC(a, δ(d))) differ by 1. However, we can perform
a move of type (a) in Γ(a, d) as follows:
ε
ε+ 1 ε
ε+ 1
J × {B} J ′ × {B′}{Di} × I =
ε
ε ε+ 1
ε+ 1
∼
ε
ε ε+ 1
ε+ 1
The right graph has I as in ΓC(a, δ(d)). Note that J and J ′ have as endpoints
(Dj , C
′) and (Dk, C ′′) at the bottom. If s(Dj) = 0 = s(Dk), then the blue directed
edges are exactly as the boundary matching prescribes, and the contribution of
s(Di) = 1 corresponds to the 1 coming from the directed edge pointing with an
orientation. If s(Dk) = 1, we have to do another such move to get the edge
unoriented again. Repeating this throughout will show that the contributions of
s(Di) to o(Γ(a, d)) is the same as the contribution of the edges coming from the
boundary matching via directed edges to o(ΓC(a, δ(d))).
There are still some contributions to o(Γ(a, d)) coming from loops which are not
present in o(ΓC(a, δ(d))), namely coming from edges J × {B} ⊂ M(b, d)×M(a, b)
with f(J) = 0 and non-trivially framed circles S1×{B} ⊂ M(b, d)×M(a, b). But
for each B we only need to check how many contributions from M(b, d) there are
and compensate with δ(b). This shows that sqδ(d) differs from 0 by a coboundary.
Finally, assume that aM(ci, d) contains two different points X1, X2. We can form
Γ(a, d) as before. Any interval I ⊂M(a, ci) leads to two edges {X1}×I and {X2}×I
in Γ(a, d) contributing s(X1) + s(X2) to o(Γ(a, d)). We can replace these two edges
by edges between its endpoints using a move (a) without changing o(Γ(a, d)). We
can do this with any pairs of points in M(ci, d) until there is only one point (or
none) in eachM(ci, d) not paired this way. We can then use these remaining points
to obtain a combinatorial boundary matching as in the previous case. The same
argument as before shows that sqδ(d) differs from 0 by a coboundary. 
It is a great effort to turn the topological data of a framed flow category into
the combinatorial data of a 1-flow category, and then to verify the formula for the
second Steenrod square, given a combinatorial boundary matching. Nevertheless, it
can be done and was carried in [LS14c] for the Lipshitz-Sarkar framed flow category
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and also in [JLS15a] in general. Treating this (considerable) work as a black box,
one is able to make the following remark.
Remark 3.18. Theorem 3.13 can alternatively be proved using the topological
Steenrod square as follows. First we can truncate the framed 1-flow category C so
that all objects are in degree k − 1 to k + 3. This does not affect the cohomology
groups Hk(C ;Z/2) and Hk+2(C ;Z/2). We now want to describe a framed flow
category C ′ which extends C and so that the cohomology in degree k and k + 2
remains the same
We use the same objects for C ′ as for C , and it is straightforward to frame the 0-
and 1-dimensional moduli spaces to extend C . The 2-dimensional moduli spaces
of C ′ can then be given some framing because of the compatibility condition that
C satisfies. For all pairs of objects a and e with |a| = k + 3 and |e| = k − 1, this
gives a framed surface S(a, e) consisting of all broken flowlines between a and e. If
the framing is trivial we can extend S(a, e) to a 3-dimensional framed moduli space
M(a, e), and we are done.
If the framing is non-trivial, we add an extra object ca,e of grading b + 1 together
with non-trivially framed circles as the moduli spaces M(a, ca,e) and M(ca,e, e).
This then adds a non-trivially framed component to S(a, e), hence S(a, e) becomes
trivially framed overall. We are then able to choose a 3-dimensional framed moduli
space M(a, e) with ∂M(a, e) = S(a, e), and the resulting framed flow category C ′
has a well defined second Steenrod square from [JLS15a]. Furthermore, the formula
agrees exactly with the formula for C .
As a neat application of Theorem 3.13, we finish this section with an example
showing that not every framed 1-flow category extends to a framed flow category.
Example 3.19. Let C have four objects a, b, d, e with k + 3 = |a| = |b| + 1 =
|d| + 3 = |e| + 4 and let M(a, b) and M(d, e) both consist of two points with
positive sign. Furthermore, let M(b, d) contain a non-trivially framed circle. This
satisfies the compatibility condition and thus defines a framed 1-flow category. But
notice that
Sq1 Sq2 Sq1(e) = a 6= 0
while Sq2(e) = 0. Therefore C cannot be turned into a framed flow category, as
the resulting space would violate the Adem relation Sq1 Sq2 Sq1 = Sq2 Sq2. Note
that adding an object c with |c| = k + 2 as in Remark 3.18 establishes exactly this
Adem relation.
4. Morse moves in 1-flow categories
In [JLS15b] and [LOS16] the authors, together with Dan Jones, defined a series of
flow category moves – called handle slides, handle cancellation, and Whitney trick
– for modifying and algorithmically simplifying a framed flow category. Section 4
is dedicated to an explicit description of the restrictions of these moves to 1-flow
categories, with a mind to their application in Section 5 as part of the new algorithm
for computing Steenrod squares.
4.1. Combinatorial handle slides. The handle slides of [LOS16] have obvious
analogues in framed 1-flow categories.
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Definition 4.1. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category, and let x, y ∈ Ob(C )
satisfy |x| = |y|. For ε ∈ {0, 1} let (C εS , s′, f ′) be the following framed 1-flow
category:
• The objects of C εS are in one-to-one correspondence with the objects of C ,
and for a ∈ Ob(C ) we write a′ ∈ Ob(C εS) for the corresponding object.
Furthermore, |a′| = |a|.
• The moduli spaces are given by
M(x′, b′) =M(x, b) unionsqM(y, b)
M(a′, y′) =M(a, x) unionsqM(a, y)
If |a| = |x|+ 1 = |c|+ 2 we also have
M(a′, c′) =M(a, c) unionsqM(y, c)× [0, 1]×M(a, x).
• The sign assignment s′ is defined by
s′(X) =
 s(X) if X ∈M(a, b) ⊂M(a
′, b′)
ε+ s(X) if X ∈M(y, b) ⊂M(x′, b′)
1 + ε+ s(X) if X ∈M(a, x) ⊂M(a′, y′)
• The framing f ′ is defined by
f ′(I) =

f(I) if I ⊂M(a, b) ⊂M(a′, b′)
f(I) if I ⊂M(y, b) ⊂M(x′, b′)
1 + ε+ f(I) if I ⊂M(a, x) ⊂M(a′, y′)
1 + ε+ s(B) if I = {B} × [0, 1]× {A} ⊂ M(y, b)× [0, 1]×M(a, x)
We also call the case ε = 0 a (+)-slide and the case ε = 1 a (−)-slide. We need to
check that (C εS , s
′, f ′) is indeed a framed 1-flow category.
Lemma 4.2. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category, and let x, y ∈ Ob(C ) satis-
fying |x| = |y|. For ε ∈ {0, 1} the collection (C εS , s′, f ′) is a framed 1-flow category.
Proof. It is easy to see that s′ is a sign assignment. We need to check the compat-
ibility condition for ∂M(a′, d′) for any a′, d′ ∈ Ob(C ) with |a′| = |d′| + 3. There
are essentially four cases depending on |a′| − |x′|.
If |a′| = |x′| we have ∂M(a′, d′) = ∂M(a, d) with the same framings, unless a′ = x′.
In that case
∂M(x′, d′) = ∂M(x, d) unionsq ∂M(y, d)
and the framing values in the relevant circle components are the same as for f .
If |a′| = |x′|+ 1, every interval J ⊂M(y, d) and A ∈M(a, x) leads to two intervals
J ⊂M(y′, d′) and J ′ ⊂M(x′, d′) and two points A ∈M(a′, x′) and A′ ∈M(a′, y′).
Let the endpoints of J be given by (C,B) ∈ M(c, d) × M(y, c) and (C˜, B˜) ∈
M(c˜, d) ×M(y, c˜). We then also get the intervals IB,A = {B} × [0, 1] × {A} ⊂
M(a′, c′) and IB˜,A ⊂M(a′, c˜′).
We then get a component CJ,A in ∂M(a′, d′) from the four intervals J ′ × {A},
J × {A′}, {C} × IB,A, and {C˜} × IB˜,A. Then
f˜(CJ,A) = f
′(J ′) + f ′(J) + 1 + s′(C) + f ′(IB,A) + 1 + s′(C˜) + f ′(IB˜,A)
= f(J) + f(J) + s(C) + s(C˜) + 1 + ε+ s(B) + 1 + ε+ s(B˜)
= 1.
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This component therefore contributes nothing to the compatibility condition. Sim-
ilarly, if A ∈ M(a, x) and S ⊂ M(y, d) a circle, we get two extra circles S × {A′}
and S′×{A} which cancel each other in the compatibility condition. The remaining
components of ∂M(a′, d′) are present in ∂M(a, d) with the same contributions.
The case |a′| = |x′|+ 2 is similar to the previous case, we now get new components
CC,I made up of four intervals for every C ∈ M(y, d) and every interval I ⊂
M(a, x). A straightforward check shows f˜(CC,J) = 1 as in the previous case.
For |a′| = |x′|+ 3 one can give an argument similar to the first case. We omit the
details. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category and (C εS , s
′, f ′) be the framed
1-flow category obtained by a handle slide. Then there is an isomorphism
Φ: H∗(C ;Z/2)→ H∗(C εS ;Z/2)
which commutes with Sq2.
Proof. From the definition we see that
[a′ : y′] = [a : y] + (−1)ε+1[a : x]
and
[x′ : c′] = [x : c] + (−1)ε[y : c]
and all other incidence numbers remain the same. It is now easy to check that we
get an isomorphism of chain complexes Φ: C∗(C εS)→ C∗(C ) which differs from the
identity only in that Φ(x′) = x+ (−1)εy. The induced map on cochain complexes
Φ: C∗(C ;Z/2)→ C∗(C εS ;Z/2) satisfies Φ(y) = x′ + y′.
Now let ϕ ∈ Cn(C ;Z/2) be a cocycle with n = |x| = |y|, and let ϕ′ = Φ(ϕ) the
corresponding cocycle in Cn(C εS ;Z/2). If y is not among the objects representing
ϕ, it is clear that the Steenrod square cannot change. Therefore assume that y is
among the objects representing ϕ. If x is among the objects representing ϕ, then
x′ is not among the objects representing ϕ′ and vice versa. Depending on whether
x is among the objects representing ϕ, the moduli spaceM(a, x) either contributes
to sqϕ or sqϕ
′
. Furthermore, if ε = 1, the relevant framing values remain the same
and it is clear that Φ commutes with Steenrod squares.
If ε = 0, then intervals in M(a, x) have different framing when considered as
intervals in M(a′, y′). Also, points in M(b, x) change their sign when considered
in M(b′, y′). Assume first that x is among the objects representing ϕ. Consider
a combinatorial boundary matching C for ϕ. We can assume that whenever an
element B ∈ M(b, x) is matched to an element B′ ∈ M(b, ci) with ci 6= x and
s(B′) = s(B), the matching is ordered as (B,B′). For the combinatorial boundary
matching C′ we then keep the matching, although we now consider B ∈ M(b′, y′).
Note that the sign has changed so the matching is no longer considered ordered.
If s(B′) 6= s(B), we get s′(B′) = s′(B), and we choose the ordering (B,B′) in C′.
With this ordering convention we can ensure that the number of directed edges
compensates for the change of framing of intervals in M(a, x).
We need to be more careful if B,B′ ∈ M(b, x) are matched in C. If we keep the
identical matching in C′, we cannot compensate for the extra +1 from each interval.
However, since any A ∈ M(a, b) leads to endpoints (B,A) and (B′, A), this extra
contribution is compensated by the coboundary δ(b).
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The cases where |x| = n+ 1 or n+ 2 are easier and we omit them. 
4.2. Combinatorial Whitney trick. In [JLS15b] the Whitney trick in a flow
category was described. We now give the analogue for a 1-flow category.
Definition 4.4. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category, and let x, y ∈ Ob(C )
satisfy |x| = |y|+ 1. Assume thatM(x, y) contains two points P,M with s(P ) = 0
and s(M) = 1. Then let C ′, s′, f ′) be the framed 1-flow category given as follows:
• We have Ob(C ′) = Ob(C ), and we write a′ ∈ Ob(C ′) for a ∈ Ob(C ) with
|a′| = |a|.
• The 0-dimensional moduli spaces are unchanged except for M(x′, y′) =
M(x, y) = {P,M}, furthermore s′(A) = s(A) for everyA in a 0-dimensional
moduli space.
• The 1-dimensional moduli spaces are unchanged except for M(a′, y′) and
M(x′, b′), which are obtained from M(a, y) and M(x, b) respectively, by
identifying endpoints of intervals of the form (P,A) ∼ (M,A) for M(a, y),
and endpoints (B,P ) ∼ (B,M) for M(x, b).
• Each component C of M(a′, y′) is a quotient space of finitely many com-
ponents C1, . . . , Ck of M(a, y). The new framing value is given by
f ′(C) =
k∑
i=1
f(Ci) ∈ Z/2.
• Each component C of M(x′, b′) is a quotient space of finitely many com-
ponents C1, . . . , Ck of M(x, b). The new framing value is given by
f ′(C) =
k∑
i=1
f(Ci) + χ ∈ Z/2
where χ is the number of gluings (B,P ) ∼ (B,M) with s(B) = 1.
Remark 4.5. By [JLS15b, Prop.3.4] one should expect that χ is the number of
gluings (B,P ) ∼ (B,M) with s(B) = 0, and [JLS15b, Prop.3.3] suggests one
should add 1 for every gluing that is taking place. This is however the result of an
unfortunate framing convention used in [JLS15b, §3.3]. If we mirror the roles of P
and M in [JLS15b, Figure 12] one gets a convention in line with Definition 4.4. The
reader may want to check that this alternative convention also leads to a framing
on C ′ below.
Lemma 4.6. The tuple (C ′, s′, f ′) is a framed 1-flow category. Furthermore, there
is an isomorphism
Φ: H∗(C ;Z/2)→ H∗(C ′;Z/2)
which commutes with Sq2.
Proof. It is clear that s′ is a sign assignment, so we need to check the compatibility
condition for ∂M(a′, d′).
First consider the case where |d′| = |y′|. If d′ 6= y′, the compatibility condition
is clear. Consider (P,B,A), (M,B,A) ∈ ∂M(a, y). Then (P,B,A) is a boundary
point of an interval {P} × I ⊂ M(x, y) ×M(a, x) and of an interval J1 × {A} ⊂
M(b, y) ×M(a, b) for some object b with |b| = |a| − 1. Similarly, (M,B,A) is the
boundary point of an interval {M}×I and of an interval J2×{A}. The interval I has
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a second endpoint (B′, A′), leading to two more points (P,B′, A′) and (M,B′, A′),
which also are endpoints of intervals J3 × {A′} and J4 × {A′}, respectively. In
∂M(a′, y′) the intervals {P,M} × I are no longer present, and J1 × {A}, J2 × {A}
have been glued together, as well as J3 × {A′}, J4 × {A′} which have also been
glued together.
In ∂M(a, y) the two intervals {P,M} × I are either in the same or in different
components. If they are in the same component, then ∂M(a′, y′) has one more
component than ∂M(a, y), and if they are in different components, then ∂M(a′, y′)
has one less component thanM(a, y). But notice that {M}×I contributes an extra
summand 1 to the compatibility condition, which offsets the change in number of
components. Therefore the compatibility condition is also satisfied at ∂M(a′, y′).
The cases where |a′| = |x′|+ 1 and a′ = x′ are similar, and will be omitted.
To get the required isomorphism, we can simply use the identity on the cochain level.
We also need to check that we get the same Steenrod square Sq2 : Hk(C ′;Z/2) →
Hk+2(C ′;Z/2). If we consider the case k = |y|, and a cocycle is non-zero y, choos-
ing the combinatorial matching to match P and M makes it clear that the same
Steenrod square is obtained.
If k = |y| − 1 we need to be more careful. Let z ∈ Hk(C ′;Z/2) = Hk(C ;Z/2)
be represented by the cocycle ϕ. To determine sqϕ(x) we need to look at M(x, ϕ)
which contains various intervals with endpoints (B,M) and (B,P ). A combinatorial
matching will match B to some B′, resulting in further endpoints (B′,M) and
(B′, P ). In M(a′, ϕ′) the points (B,M) and (B,P ) are identified, and so are
(B′,M) and (B′, P ). There are now various cases to consider, depending on the
signs of B and B′, but also on how the components in ΓC(x, ϕ) and ΓC(x′, ϕ′) are
different. We will consider a slightly more general case of this in the proof of Lemma
5.8 from which it will follow that the Steenrod square is indeed the same. 
4.3. Combinatorial handle cancellation. In view of [JLS15b] the next flow
category move to transfer to 1-flow categories is the handle cancellation. To save
space we will only describe the most simple case of handle cancellation, but this
case will be sufficient for our purposes later.
Definition 4.7. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category, and let x, y ∈ Ob(C )
satisfy |x| = |y| + 1. Assume that M(x, y) consists of exactly one point, and that
M(x, b) = ∅ for all b ∈ Ob(C ) − {y} with |b| = |y|, and M(a, y) = ∅ for all
a ∈ Ob(C )−{x} with |a| = |x|. Then let (C ′, s′, f ′) be the framed 1-flow category
given as follows:
• We have Ob(C ′) = Ob(C )−{x, y} with | · |′ : Ob(C ′)→ Z given by restric-
tion of | · |.
• The moduli spaces M(a, b) of C ′ agree with the moduli spaces of C .
• Both s′ and f ′ are the restrictions of s and f , respectively.
Lemma 4.8. The tuple (C ′, s′, f ′) is a framed 1-flow category. Furthermore, there
is an isomorphism
Φ: H∗(C ;Z/2)→ H∗(C ′;Z/2)
which commutes with Sq2.
Proof. This is much simpler than the previous cases. We will only consider the
compatibility condition for objects a, b with |a| = |x|+ 1 and |b| = |y| − 1. Because
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C is a framed 1-flow category, we get [a : x] = 0 and [y : b] = 0 for all such
a, b ∈ Ob(C ). Furthermore, any intervals I in M(a, y) and J in M(x, b) will have
both endpoints going through x, respectively y. Each such pair of intervals (I, J)
gives rise to an square C in ∂M(a, b) with edges given by the intervals {+} × I,
{−}× I, J × {+} and J × {−}. Clearly f˜(C) = 1, so C does not contribute to the
compatibility condition.
Note that ∂M(a, b) in C ′ is obtained from ∂M(a, b) in C by removing these squares.
Since C satisfies the compatibility condition, so does C ′ now. 
5. Computational aspects: the Smith normal form
In Section 5, we finally describe the new algorithm for computing Steenrod squares
in a framed flow category. We begin with the definition of a particularly simple
type of 1-flow category, which the algorithm achieves upon termination.
Definition 5.1. A framed 1-flow category C is said to be in primary Smith normal
form, if the following are satisfied.
• If b is an object, there is at most one non-empty 0-dimensional moduli space
M(a, b), which contains pk elements, all of which have the same framing,
where p ≥ 2 is a prime and k ≥ 1.
• For each object a there exists at most one object b with |a| = |b| + 1 and
M(a, b) non-empty.
The idea of the algorithm is as follows:
(1) restrict from a framed flow category to a framed 1-flow category,
(2) use flow category moves to algorithmically reduce the 1-flow category to
primary Smith normal form,
(3) keep track of the relevant combinatorial data along the way so that the
combinatorial Steenrod square can be used.
Primary Smith normal form for flow categories was considered in [LOS16, §6], where
it was shown that flow category moves can be used to move any flow category into
this simple form, so we already know that (2) is always possible. As this section is
computational in nature, the subtlety of our task is to come up with an algorithm
to achieve (2), which interacts with (3) in a computationally efficient manner. For
this, several tricks are used for reducing the amount of combinatorial data we have
to carry with us.
5.1. Ideas to speed up the process. The Khovanov cohomology of a link has
relatively few generators compared to the number of generators of the Khovanov
cochain complex. Turning the Khovanov flow category of [LS14a] into a Smith
normal form can be a time-consuming process. Furthermore, trying to keep track
of the framed 1-dimensional moduli spaces is a difficult task as the numbers explode
quickly. For example, for the diagram of the torus knot T7,4 used to make Steenrod
square calculations in [JLS15a], the number of points in the 0-dimensional moduli
spaces can exceed 1010000, while the largest torsion coefficient is 4.
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Large numbers do not have to represent a problem for a computer program, but
points in the 0-dimensional moduli spaces combine to endpoints of intervals in 1-
dimensional which can be combined in more diverse ways. These combinations may
not behave well after applying handle slides.
We illustrate the key ideas for getting around this computational issue with an
example.
Example 5.2. Assume a framed 1-flow category C contains objects a, b1, . . . , b5, c
as in Figure 6. If we assume that every 0-dimensional moduli space only contains
points of the same sign, then there are 95 intervals in M(a, c). But we also need
to know how their endpoints are paired. For example, of the 50 endpoints going
through b1, 20 may be paired with endpoints going through b3, 17 with endpoints
going through b4 and the remaining 13 going through b5.
Performing a handle slide where we slide b3 three times over b1 with subsequent
Whitney trick requires us to keep track of how these numbers change.
On the other hand, if c is part of a cocycle ϕ whose Steenrod square we want to
compute, we have to choose a combinatorial boundary matching C for ϕ, which
will involve the objects b1, . . . , b5. Clearly we can match the same four points in
M(b1, c) in the same way for every cocycle ϕ involving c, while the fifth point needs
to be matched with another point in aM(b1, c′), where c′ depends on ϕ. Similarly
in M(b3, c) and M(b4, c) we can even match all the points in the same way for
every such ϕ. So when we do the actual Steenrod square calculation we add 75
edges to Γ(a, c) in a way that will work for any ϕ involving c. Let us call this new
special graph structure Γ˜(a, c), so that we have
Γ(a, c) ⊂ Γ˜(a, c) ⊂ ΓC(a, ϕ).
Furthermore, several of the components C in ΓC(a, ϕ) may only involve edges al-
ready in Γ˜(a, c). So their contribution to sqϕ(a) can be pre-computed and stored
with M(a, c).
Notice that there are still 40 endpoints in Γ˜(a, c), ten of which are of the form
(Ai, B5) with Ai ∈ M(a, b1) and B5 ∈ M(b1, c). We can also choose a matching
for the ten points in M(a, b1) (and which would be relevant for calculating the
Steenrod square of a cocycle involving b1) and add five edges to Γ˜(a, c) leading to a
new special graph structure Γ¯(a, c). After doing this for the objects b2 and b5 (we
a
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
c
10 5 −3 5 −5
5 9
10
−8 5
Figure 6. The 0-dimensional moduli spaces between a and c.
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do not need to deal with b3 and b4 as there are no further endpoints left involving
them), the resulting special graph structure Γ¯(a, c) has only two endpoints left, one
going through b2 and one going through b5.
We would like to calculate the Steenrod square of ϕ using the special graph struc-
tures Γ¯(a, c) by matching the remaining endpoints for varying c. An obvious prob-
lem is that Γ¯(a, c) 6⊂ ΓC(a, c). This leads indeed to a difficulty, which requires us
to define the distortion below. But it turns out that we can recover the Steenrod
square from the Γ¯(a, c) directly, which will require much less information than the
moduli spaces M(a, c).
5.2. Partial combinatorial matchings. For a framed 1-flow category C with
a combinatorial matching C for a cocycle ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) represented by the ob-
jects c1, . . . , cl, we have the special graph structure ΓC(a, ϕ) with assigned value
o(ΓC(a, ϕ)) ∈ Z/2 from which we can derive the second Steenrod square. For any
object c (not necessarily the dual of a cocycle) we have Γ(a, c) is defined for any
object a with |a| = |c′|+ 2. We would like to generalize ΓC(a, c) to this non-cocycle
setting, taking advantage of a global combinatorial matching. Note that if for some
j we have thatM(bi, cj) has an odd number of elements, there is one element that
needs to be matched with an element of some M(bi, cj′) where j′ 6= j. We there-
fore cannot do a global combinatorial matching which would work for all possible
Steenrod squares, as different cocycles require different generators from the flow
category. But if M(bi, cj) has an even number of elements, we can match them all
within, and use this matching whenever cj is part of the dual of a cocycle.
Definition 5.3. Let C be a framed 1-flow category. A partial combinatorial match-
ing P is a collection of pairs (A1, A2) where A1, A2 ∈ M(a, b) are different points
where |a| = |b|+ 1, and no point is paired up more than once.
Notice that pairs are ordered, so if A1 and A2 have the same sign, we have a
direction from A1 to A2 once we use this in a combinatorial matching.
The set of partial combinatorial matchings can be partially ordered using inclusion,
and a maximal partial combinatorial matching has the property that ifM(a, b) has
an even number of points, all of them are paired up, and if there is an odd number
of points in M(a, b), there is exactly one point which is not paired.
Definition 5.4. Let C be a framed flow category and P a partial combinatorial
matching. If a, c ∈ Ob(C ) are objects with |a| = |c| + 2, define a special graph
structure ΓP(a, c) as follows. The vertex set V and s : V → {0, 1} are the same
as for Γ(a, c), and the same holds for E′ and f : E′ → {0, 1}. If (B1, A), (B2, A) ∈
M(b, c) ×M(a, b), where (B1, B2) ∈ P we add an edge to E − E′ between the
vertices (B1, A), (B2, A) which is directed from (B1, A) to (B2, A) if s(B1) = s(B2)
and undirected otherwise.
If (B,A1), (B,A2) ∈M(b, c)×M(a, b), where (A1, A2) ∈ P and B is not matched
to any other point B′ in P, we add an edge to E −E′ between these vertices. It is
undirected if s(A1) 6= s(A2). If s(A1) = s(A2) the edge is directed, pointing from
(B,A1) to (B,A2). Furthermore, for every new edge between (B,A1) to (B,A2)
(directed or not) we add a loop to L if s(B) = 1 ∈ Z/2.
Example 5.5. Consider the 1-flow category C indicated in Figure 7. The super-
script in the elements of the 0-dimensional moduli spaces indicate their sign.
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a
b1 b2 b3 b4
c
B
+
1
B
−
2
B −3
B −
4
C +
1
C
+2
, C
+3
C
−
2
, C
−
3
C
+
4
Figure 7. The flow category C .
The moduli space M(a, c) consists of three intervals, which we can choose to con-
nect the points (C+1 , B
+
1 ) and (C
+
4 , B
−
4 ), (C
+
2 , B
−
2 ) and (C
−
2 , B
−
3 ), (C
+
3 , B
−
2 ) and
(C−3 , B
−
3 ).
The partial matching pairs (C+2 , C
+
3 ) and (C
−
2 , C
−
3 ). The special graph structure
ΓP(a, c) contains one interval with endpoints (C+1 , B
+
1 ) and (C
+
4 , B
−
4 ), and a circle
consisting of four edges, two of which are oriented. Note that these two oriented
edges point in opposite directions on the circle.
If we change the moduli spaceM(a, c) by choosing to connect the points (C+1 , B+1 )
and (C+2 , B
−
2 ), (C
+
4 , B
−
4 ) and (C
−
2 , B
−
3 ), (C
+
3 , B
−
2 ) and (C
−
3 , B
−
3 ), the graph will
consist of one interval made up of five edges, two of which are oriented and again
in opposite direction.
If we turn the 1-flow category upside down, we get two extra loops in ΓP(c∗, a∗)
coming from the fact that B−2 and B
−
3 are negatively framed (one loop from the
edge between (B−2 , C
+
2 ) and (B
−
2 , C
+
3 ), and one from the edge between (B
−
3 , C
−
2 )
and (B−3 , C
−
3 )).
Note however that in this example c does not represent a cocycle, and a represents
a coboundary, so this flow category does not contain interesting Steenrod squares.
5.3. Steenrod squares using partial combinatorial matchings.
Definition 5.6. For Γ a special graph structure and C a component of Γ which
does not contain any vertices of ∂V define o(C) ∈ Z/2 as follows. If C is in L then
o(C) = 1. If C contains a vertex then o(C) := 1 + F (C) +D(C).
With this new notation, if for some Γ we have ∂V = ∅ then we may write o(Γ) =∑
C o(C) where the sum is over all components of Γ.
Now consider again an arbitrary framed 1-flow category C . If a cocycle ϕ is repre-
sented by c1, . . . , cl we want to obtain values sq
ϕ(a) ∈ Z/2 for objects a ∈ Ob(C )
using ΓP(a, cj) giving rise to the Steenrod square. Observe that the special graph
structure ΓP(a, cj) has as boundary points the pairs (B,A) with neither B nor A
matched by P.
Denote by ΓP(a, ϕ) the special graph structure given by the disjoint union of the
ΓP(a, cj). If we extend P to a combinatorial matching C for ϕ by pairing those
B ∈ M(bi, cj) which are not paired in P, we can extend ΓP(a, ϕ) to a special
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graph structure ΓC(a, ϕ) by adding edges between vertices (B,A) and (B′, A), where
(B,B′) are matched in C, but B,B′ and A are not matched in P.
Notice that ΓC(a, ϕ) differs from ΓC(a, ϕ) in that there are edges in the former
between vertices (B,A) and (B,A′) if B is not matched in P, but A and A′ are.
Nevertheless, ΓC(a, ϕ) has no boundary points, so we can assign each component
C a value o(C). Adding these values does not give the right value for the Steenrod
square, so we need to make a further definition first.
Definition 5.7. Given a cocycle ϕ, with respect to Z/2-coefficients, represented
by objects c1, . . . , cl, and an object a ∈ Ob(C ) with |a| = |cj |+ 2, let b1, . . . , bm ∈
Ob(C ) be the objects withM(bi, cj)×M(a, bi) non-empty for at least one cj , and
let P be a maximal partial combinatorial matching.
Let ui be the number of moduli spacesM(bi, cj) for j = 1, . . . , l which have an odd
number of elements. Note that ui is even as ϕ is a cocycle.
Also, let vi be the number of pairings in P involving elements of M(a, bi) between
points of the same sign.
Define the distortion of P by
dP(a, ϕ) =
∑
i
(ui/2)vi ∈ Z/2.
Furthermore, define
s˜qϕ(a) =
∑
C
o(C) + dP(a, ϕ) ∈ Z/2
where the sum is taken over the components of ΓC(a, ϕ) for some extension C of P.
Lemma 5.8. Let ϕ ∈ Ck(C ;Z/2) be a cocycle and a ∈ Ob(C ) with |a| = k + 2.
Let P be a maximal partial combinatorial matching and C an extension of P to a
combinatorial matching for ϕ. Then sqϕ(a) = s˜qϕ(a) ∈ Z/2.
Proof. Let B ∈M(bi, cj) and B′ ∈M(bi, ck) be matched in C, but not in P. Also,
let A,A′ ∈ M(a, bi) be matched in P. The special graph structures ΓC(a, c) and
ΓC(a, ϕ) differ in that in the former there is an edge between (B,A) and (B,A′),
and one between (B′, A) and (B′, A′), while in the latter there is an edge between
(B,A) and (B′, A), and one between (B,A′) and (B′, A′). Also, if s(B) = 1, there
will be an extra loop in L coming with every edge (B,A) to (B,A′).
We need to see how the sum over the components
∑
C o(C) changes when we change
these edges. We have to check four cases, depending on whether s(B) = s(B′) and
s(A) = s(A′) or not. Let us begin with the case s(A) 6= s(A′) and s(B) 6= s(B′). In
this case all four relevant edges are non-directed. We basically have the following
picture
00
00
(B′, A) (B′, A′)
(B,A) (B,A′)
Z W
X Y
00
00
(B′, A) (B′, A′)
(B,A) (B,A′)
Z W
X Y
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with the left-hand side a subgraph of ΓC(a, ϕ) and the right-hand side a subgraph
of ΓC(a, ϕ). Note that we can assume all marked edges to be marked by 0 because
of the local move (c).
In ΓC(a, ϕ) the endpoints X,Y, Z and W are connected somehow, and there are
three ways of doing this. First, X and Y connect, and Z and W connect. This
leads to the picture
If we assume that there are a directed edges on the outside path from Y to X
pointing in a fixed direction on the component, and b directed edges on the outside
path from Z to W pointing in a given direction, the contribution to the sum o(C)
over the components from these two components is 2 + 1 + a + b, where 2 comes
from the two components, the 1 comes from an extra loop in L, since s(B) 6= s(B′)
means that one of those signs is 1, and so one of the edges comes with an extra
loop. The summands a and b come from D(C).
On the right we only get one component C and there will be no extra loop, so the
contribution is 1 +D(C). But it is easy to see that D(C) = a+ b, so both pictures
contribute the same to
∑
C o(C) ∈ Z/2.
The second case connects X with Z and Y with W , which is basically the same
case as the previous one.
In the third case we connect X with W and Y with Z. We now get one component
in the graph in both cases, but if we choose the orientation to be along the path
from X to W , the orientation on the path from Y to Z changes.
Note that the assumption s(A) 6= s(A′) and s(B) 6= s(B′) implies that s(Y ) =
s(W ). Hence if there are a directed edges between Y and W pointing from Y to
W , then there are 1 + a directed edges between Y and W pointing from W to Y .
The contributions to o(C) thus differ by 1, but since on the left we would get one
extra loop, the total contribution to
∑
C o(C) is the same again.
Now assume that s(A) 6= s(A′) and s(B) = s(B′). The differences to the previous
case are that there are no extra loops (or two extra loops, which we can ignore)
from s(B) = 1 or not, and that the vertical edges on the right are directed, which
we can assume to both point downwards.
Again we have three cases to check, and it turns out that again all contributions
to
∑
C o(C) are the same. For example, in the third case we have to count either
both of the two extra directed edges, or none of them. As we count mod 2, this has
no effect.
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Now consider the assumption s(A) = s(A′) and s(B) 6= s(B′), leading again to an
extra loop in ΓC(a, c). This leads to the following picture.
00
00
(B′, A) (B′, A′)
(B,A) (B,A′)
Z W
X Y
00
00
(B′, A) (B′, A′)
(B,A) (B,A′)
Z W
X Y
An argument as above shows that for all three cases of connecting the endpoints
X,Y, Z and W the contribution to
∑
C o(C) this time around differs by 1. However,
notice that since s(A) = s(A′) this pair contributes to vi for the appropriate i. Also,
since P is maximal and B,B′ are not matched by P, this pair contributes 1 to ui/2.
Thus, taking the distortion into account will lead to the correct result.
The final case s(A) = s(A′) and s(B) = s(B′) is again similar, requiring again the
distortion to give the right outcome. 
Remark 5.9. Recall that we did not quite finish the proof that the Whitney trick
does not affect the Steenrod square in the case where k = |y|−1. In view of partial
combinatorial matchings, we can think of sqc(x′) as being obtained using a partial
matching which combines (B,P ) with (B,M) and (B′, P ) with (B′,M) instead of
(B,P ) with (B′, P ) and (B,M) with (B′,M), so the above proof shows that the
Steenrod square is the same for both ways. Notice that distortion plays no role as
s(P ) 6= s(M).
Lemma 5.8 states that we can calculate the Steenrod square from the information
given by ΓP(a, ϕ), once we extend P to a combinatorial matching C for ϕ. If the
1-flow category is in primary Smith normal form, the values ui are all 0. In the
process of turning a 1-flow category into primary Smith normal form we need to
keep track of the changes in distortions.
Instead of keeping track of the 1-dimensional moduli spaces M(a, c) to calculate
the Steenrod square, we can now just keep track of the ΓP(a, c). From the point of
view of a computer program, this is presumably not much of an improvement, but
in fact we only need to keep track of the equivalence class of each ΓP(a, c). This is
going to be an improvement, as we can always find a rather simple representative
of the special graph structure.
Recall that by definition, vertices in Γ have valency at most 2, so the connected
components of Γ consist of intervals (with vertices) or circles.
Lemma 5.10. Let Γ be a special graph structure. Then Γ is equivalent to a special
graph structure Γ′ which has at most one circle component and in which case this
component is a loop in L. Furthermore, the interval components of Γ′ either consist
of a single edge e ∈ E′ with f(e) = 0, or of three edges e1, e2, e with e1, e2 ∈ E′,
e ∈ E′′, and f(e1) = 0 = f(e2).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of edges in Γ. If Γ has only one
edge, this edge e will form an interval component. If f(e) = 1, we can use a move
(c) to change the framing by adding a loop. If the set of loops L consists of more
than one element, use moves (e) to reduce the number of loops. This finishes the
induction start.
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Now assume the result holds for all special graph structures with no more than n
edges, n ≥ 1, and let Γ be a special graph structure wih n+1 edges. If every edge is
labelled with 0 or 1, each edge is its own interval component, and we can use moves
(c) and (e) to bring the special graph structure into the desired form. Otherwise
the set of unlabelled edges E − E′ is non-empty. Notice that the endpoints of
e ∈ E − E′ are not in ∂V .
Assume there exists an undirected edge e ∈ E −E′. Then, up to (c) moves we can
assume that e fits into the left-hand side of a move (g) or (h). In both cases, we
can reduce the number of edges up to equivalence and invoke induction.
If all the edges in E − E′ are directed, there either exists a component which has
more than one directed edge, or all the components are interval components with
three edges. In the latter case we can use moves (c) to get all labels to be 0,
and then reduce the number of loops with move (e) to get the desired form. If
there exists a component with more than one directed edge, first use moves (d)
to ensure that all directed edges in this component have the same direction. As
there are no undirected edges by assumption, the left hand-side of move (f) fits into
the component (after possibly another move (c)). Up to equivalence, we can again
reduce the number of edges, and hence use induction. The result follows. 
Definition 5.11. Let (Γ, I) consist of Γ a special graph structure and I an or-
dered pairing of the boundary points ∂V of Γ. Let Γ′ be a special graph structure
equivalent to Γ as in Lemma 5.10. Then I is also an ordered pairing of the bound-
ary points of Γ′. Furthermore, assume that the boundary points of every interval
component of Γ′ are paired in I, and that if the interval component contains a
directed edge then the direction of the edge agrees with the direction coming from
the ordered pairing in I.
Given such a Γ′, define
o(Γ, I) = o(Γ′′),
where Γ′′ is the sub-special graph structure of Γ′ where all interval components
have been removed.
Lemma 5.12. Let (C , s, f) be a framed 1-flow category and P a partial combina-
torial matching. Let x, y ∈ Ob(C ) with |x| = |y|+ 1 and assume M(x, y) contains
two points P,M with s(P ) = 0 and s(M) = 1. Assume further that either P,M are
matched in P or there exist P ′,M ′ ∈ M(x, y) with s(P ′) = 0 and s(M ′) = 1 such
that (P, P ′), (M,M ′) ∈ P.
Let (C ′, s′, f ′) be the framed 1-flow category obtained by performing the Whitney
trick on P,M , and let P ′ be the partial combinatorial matching obtained by removing
the pairings involving P,M and adding (P ′,M ′) if P and M are not paired in P.
Then
o(ΓP(a, y), I) = o(ΓP′(a′, y′), I)
and
o(ΓP(x, d), J) = o(ΓP′(x′, d′), J)
for all a, d ∈ Ob(C ) with |a| = |x| + 1 and |d| = |y| − 1, all I ordered pairings
of boundary points of ΓP(a, y), and all J ordered pairings of boundary points of
ΓP(x, d).
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Proof. If P,M are matched, the result for (a, y) follows directly from move (g). For
(x, d) consider the vertices (B,P ), (B,M) ∈M(c, d)×M(x, c) for some object c. If
B is not matched in P and we get an edge between (B,P ) and (B,M) in ΓP(x, d)
together with a loop if s(B) = 1. Using move (g) we get exactly ΓP(x′, d′) by the
definition of the Whitney trick. If B is matched to some B′, we get from ΓP(x, d)
to ΓP(x′, d′) with a move (a).
Now assume P is matched to P ′ and M is matched to M ′. For (a, y) we have to
use a move (a) to get the desired result, while for (x, d) we have to consider again
vertices (B,P ) and (B,M) together with the cases whether B is matched or not.
Again one checks that the special graph structures are equivalent. 
Remark 5.13. Lemma 5.12 basically tells us that we can perform Whitney tricks
without having to worry too much about partial combinatorial matchings. For a
computer program the Whitney trick is more or less automatic.
5.4. Effects of handle slides on special graph structures. Handle slides affect
the special graph structures in a more significant way. The following lemmas de-
scribe how the various special graph structures change during the process of turning
the 1-flow category into Smith normal form.
Let C be a framed 1-flow category and P a partial combinatorial matching, where
we assume that all points of a 0-dimensional moduli space M(a, b) have the same
sign (this can be achieved using the Whitney trick). Let C εS be the result of sliding
an object x over y. We can define a partial combinatorial matching P ′ for C εS as
follows. The inclusion M(a, b) ⊂ M(a′, b′) for all objects a, b with |a| = |b| + 1
allows us to consider P ⊂ P ′. If Y ∈ M(y, b), write Y ′ ∈ M(x′, b′) for the new
point, and similarly write X ′ ∈ M(a′, y′) for X ∈ M(a, x). If Y1, Y2 ∈ M(y, b) are
paired as (Y1, Y2) ∈ P, we also pair (Y ′1 , Y ′2) ∈ P ′. For X1, X2 ∈ M(a, x) paired as
(X1, X2) ∈ P, we pair them as (X ′1, X ′2) ∈ P ′ provided that ε = 0. If ε = 1 we pair
them as (X ′2, X
′
1) ∈ P ′. Note that we assume that X1 and X2 have the same sign,
so the order matters. The assumption that they have the same sign is justified by
the following.
Lemma 5.14. Let C be a framed 1-flow category with all points of a 0-dimensional
moduli space having the same sign, and P a partial combinatorial matching. Let C ′
be the result of sliding an object x over y, and let P ′ be the partial combinatorial
matching for C ′ described above. Then we have
ΓP′(x′, d′) = ΓP(x, d) unionsq Γ′P(y, d)
where Γ′P(y, d) agrees with ΓP(y, d) except that the sign function s
′ on vertices is
given by s′(X,Y ) = ε+ s(X,Y ) for the vertices (X,Y ) ∈M(c′, d′)×M(y′, c′).
Furthermore,
ΓP′(b′, d′) = ΓP(b, d)
for all b ∈ Ob(C ) with |b| = |x|, b 6= x and |d| = |x| − 2, and
ΓP′(a′, c′) = ΓP(a, c) unionsq IP(a, c),
where a, c ∈ Ob(C ) with |a| = |x| + 1 = |c| + 2, and IP(a, c) is a special graph
structure containing one interval IB,A for every pair of points (B,A) ∈ M(y, c)×
M(a, x) with neither B nor A matched by P. The framing value of I(B,A) is given
by ε+ εB.
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Proof. We have M(x′, d′) =M(x, d) unionsqM(y, d) and the signs on vertices (X,Y ) ∈
M(c′, d′) ×M(y′, c′) are given by s′(X,Y ) = ε + s(X,Y ) with the ε coming from
the new sign of Y ∈M(y′, c′). The framings of intervals inM(y, d) do not change.
Adding edges from the partial combinatorial matching do not change directions
or add extra loops as the signs of M(c′, d′) do not change, and signs of M(y′, c′)
change uniformly by ε. Hence ΓP′(x′, d′) = ΓP(x, d) unionsq Γ′P(y, d) as claimed.
We also get ΓP′(b′, d′) = ΓP(b, d) for b 6= x with |b| = |x| as there is no change for
the special graph structure.
Now for a, c with |a| = |x|+ 1 = |c|+ 2 we have
M(a′, c′) =M(a, c) unionsqM(y, c)× [0, 1]×M(a, x)
which means we get a new interval for every pair (B,A) ∈M(y, c)×M(a, x) with
endpoints (B′, A) and (B,A′), where A′ ∈ M(a′, y′) and B′ ∈ M(x′, c′) are new
elements.
If B is matched to B¯ in P, then B′ is matched to B¯′ in P ′, and the intervals
corresponding to (B,A) and (B¯, A) form a circle component C together with two
oriented edges coming from the partial combinatorial matching. Since s(B) = s(B¯)
by assumption, and B′ and B¯′ are matched in the same order as B and B¯′, we get
o(C) = 1 + 1 = 0, so we can drop C from ΓP′(a′, c′).
Similarly, if B is not matched in P, but A is matched to A¯ ∈M(a, x), the intervals
corresponding to (B,A) and (B, A¯) form a circle component C together with two
oriented edges from P ′. Notice that these oriented edges come with an extra loop
if s′(B) or s′(B′) equal 1. As s′(B) + s′(B′) = ε, we get an extra loop if ε = 1. But
notice that for ε = 1 the pair A′ and A¯′ are directed opposite to the pair A and
A¯, so that this extra loop is cancelled with o(C). So again this has no impact on
ΓP′(a′, c′). 
Notice that even if P is maximal, P ′ as described above need not be maximal. But
if P is maximal, eachM(x, b) contains at most one point which is not matched. So
if M(x, c) and M(y, c) each have one point which is not matched in P, these two
points are not matched in P ′ although they both are in M(x′, c′). Let P ′′ be the
partial combinatorial matching for C ′ by matching these extra pairs inM(x′, c′) and
M(a′, y′), where there is a similar situation. This matching is maximal, provided
P is maximal. If the signs of the points agree, we choose the ordering where the
element from M(x, c), resp. M(a, y), is first.
Remark 5.15. Let Ix, resp. Iy, be an ordered pairing of the boundary points of
ΓP(x, d), resp. ΓP(y, d). Then I ′ = Ix unionsq Iy is an ordered pairing of the boundary
points of ΓP′(x′, d′) and it is easy to see that
o(ΓP′(x′, d′), I ′) = o(ΓP(x, d), Ix) + o(ΓP(y, d), Iy).
However, when passing to P ′′ we have fewer boundary points in ΓP′′(x′, d′) and
extra circle components will occur.
A similar problem will appear in ΓP′′(a′, c′) where also some circles can change
their form. Assume for example that there are two positively signed points A1, A2 ∈
M(a, x), and one point B ∈M(x, c). Furthermore, there is one point B′ ∈M(y, c).
A handle slide of x over y will create one extra point B′′ ∈M(x′, c′) which we can
match with B. The points A1 and A2 are matched in P and hence in P ′′, but the
edge between (B,A1) and (B,A2) coming from this matching is only present in
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ΓP(a, c). In ΓP′′(a′, c′) we get edges between (B,Ai) and (B′′, Ai) from the pairing
(B,B′′). Note that the distortions dP(a, c) and dP′′(a′, c′) are different, and in the
algorithm below we need to add 1 to o(a′, c′).
We say that C ′ is obtained from C by a double slide, if it is the result of two
handle slides of an object x over y of the same sign. For a double slide we can do
different ways of matching points, and in particular we have to worry less about new
interval components. So the points of M(y, c), resp. M(a, x), which are matched
in P now appear twice inM(x′, c′), resp.M(a′, y′), and we can keep this matching
for P ′ for both copies. But if B ∈ M(y, c) is not matched in P, we get two
copies B′, B′′ ∈M(x′, c′) which we can match. Similarly, A ∈M(a, x) leads to two
points A′, A′′ ∈M(a′, y′) that we can match. As both signs are the same, the order
matters, and we choose a consistent order (A′, A′′) ∈ P ′. However, for B ∈M(y, c)
we choose (B′, B′′) ∈ P ′ if s(B) = 0, and (B′′, B′) ∈ P ′ if s(B) = 1.
Lemma 5.16. Let C be a framed flow category and P a partial combinatorial
matching. Let C ′ be the result of double sliding an object x over y. With the partial
combinatorial matching P ′ for C ′ described above, we get
ΓP′(x′, d′) = ΓP(x, d) unionsq LP(y, d),
where |d| = |x| − 2, and LP(y, d) is the special graph structure with empty vertex
set, and one loop for every interval component in ΓP(y, d). For b 6= x with |b| = |x|
we get
ΓP′(b′, d′) = ΓP(b, d).
For |a| = |x|+ 1 = |c|+ 2 we get
ΓP′(a′, c′) = ΓP(a, c).
Proof. We get
M(x′, d′) =M(x, d) unionsqM(y, d) unionsqM(y, d)
and any non-trivially framed circle inM(y, d) appears twice and can be disregarded.
Similarly, any circle component in ΓP(y, d) appears twice in ΓP′(x′, d′) and can be
disregarded. If we have an interval with endpoints (C,B) ∈ M(c, d) × M(y, c)
and (C¯, B¯) ∈M(c¯, d)×M(y, c¯), we now get two intervals with endpoints (C ′, B′),
(C¯ ′, B¯′), and (C ′, B′′), (C¯ ′, B¯′′). These two intervals are connected via directed
edges from the partial matchings of B′, B′′ and B¯′, B¯′′, and by the choice of match-
ings in P ′ we see that this component C satisfies o(C) = 1. We can therefore replace
this component with a loop in LP(y, d).
For b 6= x with |b| = |x| we get no change in the moduli spaces, so the result follows.
For |a| = |x|+1 = |c|+2 each pair (B,A) ∈M(y, c)×M(a, x) leads to two intervals
with endpoints (B′, A), (B,A′) and (B′′, A), (B,A′′) in M(a′, c′). It is easy to see
that these intervals combine to a component C with o(C) = 0, and hence can be
disregarded in ΓP′(a′, c′). 
If the cardinality of M(a, b) is odd, there is a point A ∈ M(a, b) which is not
matched in any maximal partial combinatorial matching P. We would like to
assume that s(A) = 0 if and only if [a : b] > 0. This need not be preserved by
handle slides, but we can adjust the matching.
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Example 5.17. Assume M(x, c) contains four points, all positively framed, and
matched accordingly by P. Assume also that M(y, c) contains three points with
identical framing, and after the handle slide, these three points have negatively
framed copies inM(x′, c′). We want to change the partial combinatorial matching
P ′ so that the non-matched point is positively framed. Essentially all we have to
do is to break a match between two points A1, A2 and match one of them with the
non-matched point A ∈M(y, c).
For the next lemma, note that the boundary points of a special graph structure
ΓP(b, d) where b, d are objects with |b| = |d|+ 2 and P is a maximal partial combi-
natorial matching are given by pairs (B,A) ∈M(c, d)×M(b, c) with neither B nor
A matched in P. An ordered pairing I(b, d) of boundary points is thus a collection
of tuples ((B,A), (B¯, A¯)). If s(B,A) = s(B¯, A¯) we interpret this order as a directed
edge
(B,A) (B¯, A¯)
while in the case s(B,A) 6= s(B¯, A¯) we interpret this as an undirected edge
(B,A) (B¯, A¯)
By abuse of notation we identify such an edge with an element of I(b, d).
Note that for a given point A ∈ M(b, c) not matched in P and a fixed object d
with |d| = |c| − 1, there can be at most one boundary point (B,A) in ΓP(b, d).
Lemma 5.18. Let C be a framed flow category and P a maximal partial combi-
natorial matching. Assume that M(b, c) is a 0-dimensional moduli space with an
odd number of points, and let B be the point in M(b, c) not matched in P. Assume
that s(B) is different from the sign of [b : c]. Then there is a maximal partial com-
binatorial matching P ′ such that the unmatched point B′ ∈ M(b, c) in P ′ satisfies
s(B) 6= s(B′), and the following holds.
(1) Assume that d is an object with |d| = |b| − 2 such that ΓP(b, d) has a
boundary point (C,B), that is, M(c, d) has an odd number of points. Let
I(b, d) be a choice of ordered pairings of boundary points of ΓP(b, d) with
((C,B), (C¯, B¯)) ∈ I(b, d) for some boundary point (C¯, B¯). Let I ′(b, d) be
the choice of ordered pairings of boundary points of ΓP′(b, d) differing from
I(b, d) only as follows.
If
(C,B) (C¯, B¯) ∈ I(b, d), then (C,B
′) (C¯, B¯) ∈ I ′(b, d).
If
(C,B) (C¯, B¯) ∈ I(b, d), then (C,B
′) (C¯, B¯) ∈ I ′(b, d).
Furthermore,
o(ΓP(b, d), I(b, d)) = o(ΓP′(b, d), I ′(b, d)).
(2) Assume that a is an object with |a| = |b| + 1 such that ΓP(a, c) has a
boundary point (B,A), that is, M(a, b) has an odd number of points. Let
I(a, c) be a choice of ordered pairings of boundary points of ΓP(a, c) with
((B,A), (B¯, A¯)) ∈ I(a, c) for some boundary point (B¯, A¯). Let I ′(a, c) be
the choice of ordered pairings of boundary points of ΓP′(a, c) differing from
I(a, c) only as follows.
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If
(B,A) (B¯, A¯) ∈ I(a, c), then (B
′, A) (B¯, A¯) ∈ I ′(a, c).
If
(B,A) (B¯, A¯) ∈ I(a, c), then (B
′, A) (B¯, A¯) ∈ I ′(a, c).
Furthermore,
o(ΓP(a, c), I(a, c)) = o(ΓP′(a, c), I ′(a, c)).
Proof. There is a matched pair (B′, B′′) in P such that s(B) 6= s(B′) = s(B′′), and
we define P ′ by matching (B,B′′), leaving B′ unmatched, and keeping all other
matchings from P. Given a C ∈ M(c, d) we have intervals I, I ′, I ′′ with endpoints
(C,B), (C,B′), (C,B′′). If C is matched in P, these intervals are matched in the
same way in both ΓP(b, d) and ΓP′(b, d). If C is not matched by P, then (C,B) is
connected to another endpoint (C¯, B¯) with either s(C,B) = s(C¯, B¯) or not.
Up to move-equivalence, the situation is as follows in ΓP(b, d) and ΓP′(b, d).
(C,B′′)
(C,B′)
(C,B) (C¯, B¯)
( )
ε
ε+ 1
ΓP(b, d)
(C,B′′)
(C,B′)
(C,B) (C¯, B¯)
( )
ε
ε+ 1
ΓP′(b, d)
where there may or may not be a directed edge in the top row. Using a move (a)
or (i), we see that the graph structure ΓP′(b, d) is equivalent to
(C,B′′)
(C,B′)
(C,B) (C¯, B¯)
( )
ε
ε+ 1
Note that the diagonal edge in the component with (C,B′) is directed if and only
if the original edge in the component of (C,B) is not directed. Up to equivalence,
the difference between ΓP(b, d) and ΓP′(b, d) is therefore as described.
The case of Γ(a, c) is essentially the same and will be omitted. 
Remark 5.19. Note that the possibility
(C¯, B¯) (C,B) ∈ I(x, d) is ruled
out by requiring ((C,B), (C¯, B¯)) ∈ I(x, d). If we would require ((C¯, B¯), (C,B)) ∈
I(x, d) we could get an analogous situation with the arrows reversed.
It is important to note that the order ((C,B), (C¯, B¯)) is arbitrary, but needs to be
consistently applied to each object d.
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5.5. The algorithm. We may turn a general framed 1-flow category C into a
framed 1-flow category in primary Smith normal form as follows. We begin with
objects of maximal degree, and move on to lower degrees. More formally, assume
our 1-flow category satisfies the conditions
(1m) If b is an object with |b| ≥ m, there is at most one non-empty 0-dimensional
moduli space M(a, b), which contains pk elements, all of which have the
same framing, where p ≥ 2 is a prime and k ≥ 1.
(2m) For each object a with |a| > m there exists at most one object b with
|a| = |b|+ 1 and M(a, b) non-empty.
If m ≥ |a| for all objects a ∈ Ob(C ), these conditions are trivially satisfied, and if
m ≤ |a| for all objects a ∈ Ob(C ), these conditions are equivalent to C being in
primary Smith normal form.
So let us assume that a framed 1-flow category C satisfies (1m) and (2m), and let
us turn it into a framed 1-flow category C ′ satisfying (1m−1) and (2m−1).
Let a be an object with |a| = m. If there exists an object u with |u| = m+ 1 and
M(u, a) non-empty, then the sum of the signs of all elements in a 0-dimensional
moduli spaceM(a, b) has to be zero as ∂2 = 0. Using Whitney tricks, we can make
all 0-dimensional moduli spaces M(a, b) empty.
So assumeM(u, a) is empty for all u with |u| = m+ 1. Use Whitney tricks so that
the number of points inM(a, b) is the same as the modulus of the sum of the signs
of the elements in it.
Among the non-empty moduli spaces, find the object b with |b| = m − 1 such
that the cardinality |M(a, b)| where we vary over b is minimal. Then perform
handle slides of objects a′ over a (and Whitney tricks) to get a lower cardinality
|M(a′, b′)| > 0 or make allM(a′, b) empty. We can repeat this until we get objects
a, b with M(a′, b) = ∅ for all objects a′ 6= a with |a′| = |a|. We then slide objects b
over b′ to reduce the cardinality |M(a, b′)| > 0 or make them empty. Again, after
finitely many steps (and possibly sliding a′ over a again), we get objects a, b with
M(a, b) has finitely many points, M(a, b′) = ∅ = M(a′, b) for all objects a′ 6= a,
b′ 6= b with |a′| = |a| and |b′| = |b|.
Repeating this process will eventually get the 1-flow category into Smith normal
form, but ignoring the primary part. But this step can be done at the end with
appropriate handle slides.
During the handle slides, we need to keep track of the 1-dimensional moduli spaces,
or rather the special graph structures ΓP(a, c) with |a| = |c| + 2. In fact, we only
need to keep track of the number of circle components C with o(C) = 1 and
the interval components. Also, each interval component is equivalent to one that
consists of only one standardly framed edge if the endpoints have different sign, or
it consists of three edges if the endpoints have the same sign, one which is ordered
and the other two standardly framed.
So for each pair a, c of objects with |a| = |c|+2 let I(a, c) be a collection of ordered
pairs of the boundary points of ΓP(a, c). Then define
o(a, c) := o(ΓP(a, c), I(a, c))
Remark 5.20. When performing a handle slide, the boundary points of ΓP′(a′, c′)
are obtained from the old boundary points in I(a, c) and the new edges described
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in Lemma 5.14 after gluing in extra edges coming from the new pairings in P ′. This
can result in new circle components C for which we can calculate o(C). This value
needs to contribute to o(a′, c′). Similarly, there can be long intervals which can
be shortened to one or three (in case of a directed edge) edges by possibly adding
loops. Such loops also need to contribute to o(a′, c′).
The algorithm can be described as follows.
Step 1 Obtain a framed 1-flow category, for example using [LS14c] or [JLS15a].
Step 2 Choose a maximal partial combinatorial matching P, which means one
groups the elements of 0-dimensional moduli spaces M(a, b) into pairs, possibly
leaving one point unpaired if there is an odd number of points. This can be done
so that the unpaired point has the same sign as [a : b].
Step 3 Form ΓP(a, c) for every two objects a, c with |a| = |c| + 2. The endpoints
of intervals are given by points (B,A) ∈ M(b, c)×M(a, b) for some b where both
A and B are not paired in P. Minimize the length of intervals in the equivalence
class of M(a, b) and determine o(a, c) and I(a, c).
Step 4 Perform handle slides according to the Smith normalization process, starting
with objects of maximal degree. If we have a single slide of x over y, we obtain
o(a′, y′) = o(a, y) + o(a, x)
for objects a with |a| = |x|+2. For objects b, d with |b| = |x|+1 = |d|+2 the values
o(b′, d′) are obtained from o(b, d) and the modifications described in Remark 5.20.
We also need to consider the distortion described in Remark 5.15, thus adding 1
to o(b′, d′) for every pair of different points A1, A2 ∈ M(b, x) together with each
B ∈M(y, d).
For objects e with |e| = |x| − 2 the values o(y′, e′) are obtained from o(x, e) and
o(y, e) and taking into account possible new loops coming from the modifications
on the intervals, compare Remark 5.15.
In the case of a double slide we only need to change o(x′, e′) according to Lemma 5.16.
Step 5 After each handle slide, ensure that the non-matched points in M(a, b)
have the same sign as [a : b], using Lemma 5.18.
Repeat Step 4 and 5 until the 1-flow category is in primary Smith normal form.
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